
CORSAIR® (NASDAQ: CRSR), a world leader in enthusiast components for gamers, creators, and
PC builders, today launched a slew of upgrades to a wide range of its most acclaimed PC
components. With its best performing RGB fan in the AF RGB ELITE, new liquid CPU cooler options in
the iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT, ELITE LCD XT, and RGB ELITE Series, and new 4000D/5000D RGB
AIRFLOW cases, CORSAIR is delivering stylish looks and upgraded performance in a large-scale
coordinated launch to support enthusiasts building a brand-new performance PC or upgrading their
system for the new year. (Photo: Business Wire)

A Great Day for DIY – CORSAIR Launches a Multitude of New Component Products for PC Builders

February 2, 2023

MILPITAS, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Feb. 2, 2023-- CORSAIR® (NASDAQ: CRSR), a world leader in enthusiast components for gamers, creators,
and PC builders, today launched a slew of upgrades to a wide range of its most acclaimed PC components. With its best performing RGB fan in the AF
RGB ELITE, new liquid CPU cooler options in the iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT, ELITE LCD XT, and RGB ELITE Series, and new 4000D/5000D RGB
AIRFLOW cases, CORSAIR is delivering stylish looks and upgraded performance in a large-scale coordinated launch to support enthusiasts building
a brand-new performance PC or upgrading their system for the new year.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230202005717/en/

The AF RGB ELITE PWM fan takes the
crown as CORSAIR’s highest performing
RGB fan, merging the fantastic airflow of
the AF ELITE Series with eight brilliant
individually addressable LEDs per fan.
CORSAIR AirGuide technology
concentrates airflow into a cone directed at
your hottest components, with fan speeds
reaching up to 2,100 RPM and 1,700 RPM
for 120mm and 140mm, respectively. Fluid
dynamic bearings ensure low-noise
operation, with support for Zero RPM mode
at low loads to eliminate fan noise
altogether. AF RGB ELITE is available in
multi-fan kits with an included iCUE
Lighting Node CORE controller, or single
fan expansions.

iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT and ELITE LCD
XT liquid CPU coolers incorporate these
new AF RGB ELITE fans, as well as
pre-applied CORSAIR XTM70 Extreme
Performance Thermal Paste, to deliver
even better cooling – perfect for the

thermally demanding 13th Gen Intel®

Core™ and AMD® Ryzen™ 7000 Series
processors. The ELITE CAPELLIX XT
features a new style with 33 ultra-bright
CAPELLIX LEDs in the pump cap, while
the ELITE LCD XT comes equipped with a
vivid 2.1” IPS LCD screen that displays
anything you like, from real-time
temperatures to your favorite GIFs.

Available in a wide range of radiator sizes from 240mm up to 420mm, with extended tubing length for easy installation, these coolers are ready for any
modern system.

The new H60x and H100x RGB ELITE all-in-one coolers offer great cooling complete with one or two SP120 RGB ELITE AirGuide fans. Perfect for
first-time builders, these coolers are also compatible with the latest Intel and AMD motherboard sockets and feature simple 5V ARGB motherboard
lighting control for fast and easy installation and operation. The H60x and H100x RGB ELITE are also compatible with CORSAIR iCUE software when
plugged into a CORSAIR iCUE controller (sold separately) if users wish to integrate their cooling into the iCUE software suite.

Finally, the 4000D RGB AIRFLOW and 5000D RGB AIRFLOW have joined the best-selling lineup of CORSAIR PC cases. These mid-tower ATX
cases are renowned for their strong airflow potential thanks to a perforated steel front panel. New to these models is the inclusion of three AF120 RGB
ELITE fans and an iCUE Lighting Node PRO controller for amazing lighting out of the box. Two additional 120mm fan mounts have also been added to
the PSU shroud, for installing dedicated airflow directed at your high-powered GPU. The 4000D and 5000D RGB AIRFLOW are available in your
choice of Black or the new True White color variation, featuring an all-white frame with white trim.

Availability, Warranty and Pricing

The CORSAIR AF120 RGB ELITE, AF140 RGB ELITE, iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT, iCUE ELITE LCD XT, H60x RGB ELITE, H100x RGB ELITE,
4000D RGB AIRFLOW, and 5000D RGB AIRFLOW are available immediately from the CORSAIR webstore and the CORSAIR worldwide network of
authorized retailers and distributors.

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230202005717/en/


The AF120 RGB ELITE, AF140 RGB ELITE, iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT, iCUE ELITE LCD XT, H60x RGB ELITE and H100x RGB ELITE are backed
by a five-year warranty, alongside the CORSAIR worldwide customer service and technical support network. The CORSAIR 4000D RGB AIRFLOW
and 5000D RGB AIRFLOW are backed by a two-year warranty.

For up-to-date pricing of the CORSAIR AF120 RGB ELITE, AF140 RGB ELITE, iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT, iCUE ELITE LCD XT, H60x RGB ELITE,
H100x RGB ELITE, 4000D RGB AIRFLOW, and 5000D RGB AIRFLOW, please refer to the CORSAIR website or contact your local CORSAIR sales
or PR representative.

Web Pages

To learn more about the CORSAIR AF RGB ELITE, please visit:
https://corsair.com/icue-af-rgb-elite

To learn more about the CORSAIR iCUE ELITE CAPELLIX XT, please visit:
https://corsair.com/h100i-elite-capellix-xt
https://corsair.com/h115i-elite-capellix-xt
https://corsair.com/h150i-elite-capellix-xt
https://corsair.com/h170i-elite-capellix-xt

To learn more about the CORSAIR iCUE ELITE LCD XT, please visit:
https://corsair.com/h100i-elite-lcd-xt
https://corsair.com/h150i-elite-lcd-xt
https://corsair.com/h170i-elite-lcd-xt

To learn more about the CORSAIR H60x and H100x RGB ELITE, please visit:
https://corsair.com/h60x-rgb-elite
https://corsair.com/h100x-rgb-elite

To learn more about the CORSAIR 4000D RGB AIRFLOW, please visit:
https://corsair.com/icue-4000d-rgb-airflow

To learn more about the CORSAIR 5000D RGB AIRFLOW, please visit:
https://corsair.com/icue-5000d-rgb-airflow

Product Images

High-resolution images of the CORSAIR products in today’s announcement can be found at the link below:

https://pr.cor.sr/DIY
Access Key: w*A6Vl01hWts

About CORSAIR

CORSAIR (NASDAQ:CRSR) is a leading global developer and manufacturer of high-performance gear and technology for gamers, content creators,
and PC enthusiasts. From award-winning PC components and peripherals, to premium streaming equipment, smart ambient lighting, and esports
coaching services, CORSAIR delivers a full ecosystem of products that work together to enable everyone, from casual gamers to committed
professionals, to perform at their very best.

Copyright © 2023 Corsair Memory, Inc. All rights reserved. CORSAIR and the sails logo are registered trademarks of CORSAIR in the United States
and/or other countries. All other company and/or product names may be trade names, trademarks, and/or registered trademarks of the respective
owners with which they are associated. Features, pricing, availability, and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Snr. Director - Corporate Comms Harry Butler harry.butler@corsair.com

PR – USA and Canada Justin Ocbina
Andrew Williams

justin.ocbina@corsair.com
andrew.r.williams@corsair.com

PR – UK Pascal Bregeon
Zak Storey

pascal.bregeon@corsair.com
zak.storey@corsair.com

PR – Scandinavia & Benelux Gabriel Begorgis gabriel.begorgis@corsair.com

PR – DACH Yannick Friedsam
Stefan Quiring

yannick.friedsam@corsair.com
stefan.quiring@corsair.com

PR – Italy Davide Salvioni davide.salvioni@corsair.com

PR – MENA & Turkey Tarek Hamdy tarek.hamdy@corsair.com

PR – CEE Cezary Gorny cezary.gorny@corsair.com

PR – Spain and Portugal Noelia Colino noelia.colino@corsair.com

PR – France Clemence Garcia clemence.garcia@corsair.com

PR – China Manfrid Zhang manfrid.zhang@corsair.com

PR – Thailand, Philippines, IndonesiaPunpanit Mekvibulpunpanit.m@corsair.com

PR – Vietnam Phuong Doan phuong.doan@corsair.com

PR – North Asia Zack Chang zack.chang@corsair.com
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PR – Japan Fuyuhata Jin fuyuhata.jin@corsair.com

PR – India & South Asia Rushabh Shah rushabh.shah@corsair.com

PR – ANZ, Singapore, Malaysia April Chu april.chu@corsair.com

 

View source version on businesswire.com: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230202005717/en/

Worldwide PR Director
Harry Butler
harry.butler@corsair.com
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